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STOCK MARKET REPORT 5TH FEBRUARY 2019
INVERELL CATTLE SALE

Yarding: 2440 Comparison: 29/01/19 Change: 1234

The number of cattle yarded doubled for a total of 2,440 head. There was an increase in most
classes of cattle, especially yearlings and cows. The yarding of young cattle consisted of a
few more vealers and weaners, along with a larger number of yearling steers and heifers.
Quality was mixed, with several runs of well-bred cattle through the sale, however there was
also a fair number of plain conditioned young cattle offered.
The market varied, with the better-quality cattle selling stronger, while restocker weaner steers
topped at 291c to be 10c/kg dearer. Vealer heifers also sold to a dearer market, topping at
232c/kg. Medium weight feeder steers were 5c cheaper, averaging 262c, however heavy
feeder steers gained some ground to average 275c/kg. Feeder heifers sold firm to slightly
dearer, making from 225c to 245c/kg.
The yarding of export cattle consisted of a larger penning of cows, along with a small sample
of grown steers, while there were a few pens of grown heifers. Grown steers held firm, reaching
260c, while heifers topped at 244c/kg. The yarding of cows was made up of an increased
supply of plain conditioned lines, while there was a fair offering of well finished 3 and 4 score
cows. Light and medium weight cows sold 5c to 6c/kg cheaper, while heavy weights were
firm to slightly dearer. Medium weight 2 score cows averaged 181c, as 3 score medium
weights averaged 201c, while heavy cows sold to a top of 223c/kg.
Brian Reid
Luke Sanderson
Norm Turner
Newenden Pastoral Co
Athol Caine
Athol Caine
Daniel Cheers

INVERELL SHEEP & LAMB SALE

Inverell
Singleton
Inverell
Guyra
Nullamanna
Nullamanna
Glen Elgin

Cows
Cows
Heifers
Heifers
Steers
Cows
Cows

207.2¢
178.0¢
229.2¢
234.2¢
270.2¢
204.2¢
220.2¢

473kg
546kg
351kg
446kg
270kg
535kg
520kg

$ 979.00
$ 973.00
$ 804.00
$1045.00
$ 730.00
$1092.00
$1145.00

Yarding: 4285 Comparison: 22/01/19 Change: - 1817

Agents yarded 4,285 head of sheep, of which there was a penning of 2,230 lambs. There was
a mixed quality penning of lambs, with a good supply of trade weights, a few pens of heavy
lambs, along with a fair number of light weights. Quality was mixed with several pens of
supplementary fed lambs, however there was a large percentage of the lambs in the yarding
showing the effects of the dry weather.
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The market was generally easier, although the better finished trade and heavy lambs were
less effected, and most sales decreased from $7 to $8/head. Restockers were active in the
market and bought many the light lambs. Top price lambs sold for $213/head.
The yarding of mutton consisted of trade weight ewes and wethers, although there were some
pens of heavy mutton through the sale. Competition was stronger with the heavy trade and
heavy mutton selling from $10 to $12/head dearer. The top price for mutton was $175/head.
Paul & Sue Turner
Graeme & Julie Hamel
Kevin & Marlene Ballinger
RJ & JP Aitken
Kevin & Peggy Weiss
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Inverell
Glen Innes
Delungra
Bundarra
Bundarra

Merino Ewes
Merino Ewes
Merino Wethers
Dorper Lambs
XB Lambs

48.5kg
56.0kg

$120.00
$130.00
$135.00
$142.00
$174.00

